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SK7
Objective: to develop the PREDATOR Mindset

The animal kingdom is made up of predator animals and prey animals. To succeed in basketball 
and life, you must have the mindset of a predator. Predator animals have eyes that are located 

in the front of their head. This is because they are focused on what is in front of them- solely 

on their objective. Think of lions, tigers, bears, and even humans. Yes, you are a natural born 

predator!  Prey animals have their eyes on the sides of their head. Prey animals need to see 

almost entirely around them to avoid being eaten. Think of chipmunks, rabbits, and squirrels. 

Predator athletes are focused on what THEY are going to do, their effort, attitude, & aggres-

siveness.  Prey athletes are focused on the things going on around them- records, rankings, 

seedings, & predictions. Prey are preoccupied with who their audience is, what other people 

think about them, etc. It is easy to see that there are many ways to think like Prey, but only a 

few ways to think like a Predator. Predator’s vision is much narrower and specific. Remember, 

you can tell if a snake is poisonous if you see vertical pupils instead of rounded. This of course 

is for laser focus on their mission/victims. 

Exercise: List your most common “Prey thoughts” and change them to new & empowering 

Predator thoughts in Sports, School, & Life
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SK7

COMMON PREY THOUGHTS NEW PREDATOR THOUGHTS

BASKETBALL

COMMON PREY THOUGHTS NEW PREDATOR THOUGHTS

SCHOOL

COMMON PREY THOUGHTS NEW PREDATOR THOUGHTS

LIFE

Tough times don’t last, tough people do
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MT3

If we want to succeed in basketball, school, and life we must do a thorough 
conscience examination on ways we hold ourselves back and good resolutions to 
improve these areas. As humans, we are composite beings, made up of Spirit, Mind, 
and Body. If you are messing up in one area, it will likely carry over to another area. 
We need to get our house in order. We need to clean up our mess (within).

Objective: to improve mental toughness with an Accountability Buddy

Who is your biggest opponent? Yourself

And, is there anything you are doing to hold yourself back? Yes, we all are.

The person we are most likely to lie to is ourselves. By lying to ourselves, we become 

trapped in the jails of our own minds. As social creatures, we benefit from one another. An 

Accountability Buddy is a virtuous friend who has your best intentions at heart. You want to 

be very open and honest with your Accountability Buddy about areas you struggle with, and 

resolutions and commitments you are making to improve. It is important to check in with 

your Accountability Buddy at least once a week. Look at the success Alcoholics Anonymous 

has had with the Sponsor concept. This is very similar to the Accountability Buddy.

First and foremost, we must take a moment to be honest with ourselves about areas we 

struggle with. The last worksheet Mental Toughness Week 2 was an excellent starting 

point. We will build upon that information this week with greater specificity. 

Exercise 1: Who is your Accountability Buddy:

Exercise 2: Regular time you will check in with your Accountability Buddy:
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MT3

How is my effort, attitude, & aggressiveness? Do I have great body language on the court? 

Do I like basketball? Am I working on techniques/areas I struggle with? Am I coachable/open 

to critique & criticism? How can I eat healthier? How can I get 8 hours of sleep? How can I be 

more consistent with practice/lifting/cardio? Do I complete my Mindset Plan of Life: Daily & 

Weekly? Do I take time to improve my flexibility/stretching? Do I work on 

plyometrics? Do I ask coaches technique questions? Is there anything else?

Examen for School:

How is my effort, attitude, & aggressiveness? Do I smoke, drink, dip, party? Is my relationship 

a negative? Do I waste too much time with video games/social media/TV? Am I living my 

faith/morals? In what ways/areas am I selfish, lazy, jealous, lustful, prideful or judgmental? Do 

I use bad language/dirty jokes? Do I feed my mind with negative or immoral music, movies, 

porn, images, website, social media? Do I surround myself with a bad crowd? Do I frequently 

go to negative or immoral environments? Am I consumed with myself; Do I procrastinate? Do 

I complain frequently? Do I hold grudges? Do I cheat or steal? Do I lie frequently to make 

myself look good? Do I gossip? Do I manipulate others to get my way? Do I get defensive? Do I 

pray? Do I attend my house of worship? Do I forgive others? Am I addicted to anything? In 

what ways do I waste money? Is there anything else?

How is my effort, attitude, & aggressiveness? Are there any subjects I struggle with that I 

could use extra help/tutor/writing center? Can I study longer/better quality? Can I spend 

more time on homework? Do I attend all classes? What concrete steps am I taking towards 

college/grad school/career? Do I understand the importance of learning? Do I sit in the front 

row? Am I a class clown/ can I take class more seriously/talk with friends less? Do I ask 

questions in class? Do I go in for extra help? Do I know how I study best? Is there anything 

else?

Examen for Life:

Examen for Basketball: 
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MT3

Basketball

School

Life

Improvement area Resolutions
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SK4 

Objective: to create a pre-game routine to quiet your mind before a game

Routines quiet your mind. A detailed and specific pre-game routine will keep you focused on 

yourself and the exact feelings and thoughts you want to have. While you go through your 

routine, you will not be thinking about coaches, family, the crowd, your opponents, what if 

scenarios, etc. Your mind is on your own actions in the present moment. The more you practice 

your pre-game routine, the more comfortable it will feel. Your thoughts and feelings will be 

very close to ideal each time you compete.

Exercise: You will construct a very detailed & specific pre-game routine.

A few keys to remember when making a pre-game routine:

Be as specific and detailed as possible. When will you get up? What music will you listen 

to? When and how will you stretch & warm up? When will take off your warm up and 

put on any extra gear? How will you run out to compete?

Don’t think repair, think design! If you could start from scratch with no memory of the 

past, what thoughts and feeling would you want to have before you compete?

Remember to move and act the way you want to feel.

Include Deep Breathing shortly before you play 
Be sure to practice your pre-game routine at least 2 days a week, each week.
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(i.e. funny song, dance moves, juggling) List:

When, where, duration:

(include songs you’ll listen to)

With who, when, what drills, duration:

Dynamic Stretching:

Element of Fun: 

Deep Breathing:

Drills:

Recommended: our stretching sequence  List in order:

Exact thoughts

you’ll tell yourself

SK4 

PRE-GAME ROUTINE CHECKLIST

Keep long sleeve shirt on to stay warm & loose

Chew Gum - spit out before game (lowers social anxiety)
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SK4 

Shotgun Routine

You may be put in a situation where you do not have enough time to complete your full 

pre-game routine. You will want to have a plan for a short version of your pre-game routine 

you can complete in under 2 minutes. This is your shotgun routine. Remember the key is to 

make the best out of the situation, not do everything perfectly. Include as many elements 

from the top that you can.

Write below your Shotgun Routine:
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(i.e. keep the mood light, stay loose/stretch throughout the day, joke 
more with friends, pay more attention in school)

(i.e. Deep breath during breaks in the action, shake body loose during 
breaks)

(i.e. Keep the mood light/loose/relaxed, emotionally detach yourself from 
the possible outcomes)

Ways you will relax at
& before tournaments:

Ways you will relax 
at & before games:

Ways you will relax the 
day of games:

Ways you will relax 
during the game:

(i.e. Don’t watch too much basketball, remove self from courts when you 
can, listen to funny songs/watch funny y=Youtube videos between games, 
play cards with friends between games, sleep)

SK8
Objective: to develop a plan to relax during holiday/summer tournaments and games to 
conserve energy

Energy levels occur in peaks and valleys. After your intensity level reaches a peak, a valley will 

follow. Your intensity level should not be on high throughout the course of a long game or 

tournament. It is important to conserve energy throughout the day so you can put full effort 

into your performance. Do not shy away from a hard warm-up and all-out effort in a game but 

you must know when you can recharge your battery. 

Exercise: You will make a list of opportunities to relax and recharge your battery during 

games and tournaments. Remember the importance of a good sense of humor. 
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RUP1

When we feel under threat, our sympathetic nervous system is activated. The sympathetic 

nervous system has also been described as “fight or flight” mode. Your brain is telling your body, 

“We need to run away or prepare for battle.” Adrenaline is produced to protect our body, which 

feels as if it is under threat. Our heart rate increases to improve lung action for breathing. Blood 

rushes to protect our vital organs, so our hands can become cold. Some athletes interpret these 

physical signs as fear, nerves, anxiety, or stress. It is important to remember that these 

interpretations are subjective/arbitrary labels of our response. Many of the best athletes have a 

much more effective label for these physical signs/emotions: motivated, energetic, spirited, 

adrenaline, mo-jo, extra strength, etc. Notice, the same exact feelings and physical signs are 

labeled differently. Mike Tyson’s trainer Cus D’ Amato used to say, “The hero and the coward 

feel the exact same emotions. The difference is how they act after experiencing the feelings.” 

Remember, you control the label you put on these feelings/physical signs. Why not interpret 

reality in your favor?

Exercise 1: You will write you current interpretation of the Sympathetic Nervous System 

(SNS) response and create a new, more effective/empowering interpretation

Current Interpretation of SNS New Interpretation of SNS

Objective: to redefine feelings of nervousness
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CON7

Objective: To build Confidence by knowing you deserve your goal

Statement of why you deserve your goal:

Deep confidence comes from knowing, deep down inside you that you deserve your goal. Just like 

a lawyer provides evidence for their case, you will provide evidence for your case- achieving your 

goal. Using all the other confidence worksheet information, make a list of the best reasons why 

you deserve your goal. Do not worry if you feel like you are far from achieving your goal. Make 

the best case for yourself. When you feel these reasons deep in your heart and mind, you will 

greatly improve your chances of achieving your goal!

Your Goal:
Reasons you deserve your goal:
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(just keep going, who cares about them, I play for myself [head shake])

([quick head shake] let it go, get the next one)

([quick head nods & smile] my turn now)

(Beat him on the scoreboard)

(Get creative, find a way)

(plenty of time; get it back)

(get one more; keep scoring; follow coach's directions)

(Bounce back, get the next one, put all bad thoughts in an imaginary 
“black box,”)

If the referee makes a
bad call: 

If the crowd is loud and
/or negative:

If I make a mistake:

If my opponent does 
something really 
good/scores on me:

If my opponent does
something dirty:

If my opponent continues 
eating the clock:

If I lose or perform badly 
in a game:

Getting scored on first:

We have a lead with 
short time:

([1 deep breath] Just keep going, I don’t expect calls to go my way, I’ll
get the next one)

SK6 

Objective: to pre-plan how you will refocus during adversity 

Several adverse conditions will be stated and you will pre-plan how you will refocus- the 

thoughts you will think and emotions you will feel to overcome distractions. In parentheses 

are my answers. You can use mine or come up with answers that work better for you 

personally. You will also write 2 adversity scenarios that you would like to better deal with and 

how you will refocus.

Exercise: Go through these scenarios. Have 1 Reset Button (Physical Gesture) & know 

exactly what you will say to yourself in each situation.

Your 1 Reset Button: i.e. (Head nod, deep breath, clap, head shake, hands shake)

Go through everything, circle your 3 biggest areas to improve & review with coach
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RUP3

There are probably several people and situations that add pressure to you. It is important you 

are honest with yourself. Then you create a plan to deal with these factors effectively; these are 

your coping strategies. Remember that a good sense of humor will go a long way in helping you 

relax.

Exercise: You will identify 3 factors (situations or people) that add pressure to you and coping 

strategies (how you will effectively handle the situations). Think parents, coaches, teammates, 

community, environment, & self. Be specific. Anytime you find a situation, person, or 

circumstance that adds pressure, return to this exercise and do the same analysis.

My Example: 

Pressure Factor: [thinking before a game] My dad will be mad and critique me if I make 

mistakes or we lose. 

Coping Strategy: I don’t care what he says to me. I compete for myself. I’ll listen to him and 
take what I can from his talk but I won’t take it personally. I’m not going to compete in this 
game in fear of hearing it after. (laughing to myself) He just doesn’t get it.

Objective: to identify factors that add pressure to you while you compete and how you will
deal with them

Pressure Factor: Coping Strategy:

© Z-Fanatical Life LLC, Basketball Mindset 2020        All Rights Reserved        CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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SK10 

Objective: To determine your perception of your coaches and promote open communication

Answering yes to ANY of these questions puts you at risk to perform less than your best. 

The best athletes trust their coaches, while simultaneously remaining unafraid of letting them 

down. Many athletes underachieve because of a poor relationship and understanding with their 

coach(es). 

Which coach is more involved/interested in your athletic career: (think most about this 

coach) Take some time ALONE to fill out the questionnaire (be as honest as you can)

Your Coach(es)

Note to coaches: 

COACHES pt.1

YES NO

1. It’s difficult to meet their expectations of me

2. They always expect me to win/do well

3. They expect me to be the best at just about everything

4. Their standards for me are higher than my own

5. They get mad/disappointed when I am less than perfect

6. They have a problem with me when I make mistakes

Your assignment is to review this questionnaire with your coach(es). This is not an easy thing 

to do, but open communication about this topic is crucial for competing with a clear mind, 

and peace of mind in general. 

It is assumed that everyone has good intentions for the athlete. This is meant to be educational 

and enlightening, not frustrating or degrading to you or the athlete.

These yes/no answers do not have as much to do with reality as they do your athlete’s percep-

tion of reality. Their perception of reality is, in essence, their mindset. Their mindset will not 

change if their perception of reality does not change. 

Together with your athlete, it is important to have open communication about these issues. 

Understanding, care, self-knowledge, reflection, honesty, and admitting when you are wrong is 

important for both parties to improve
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SK10 

COACHES pt.2

1. What my coach does that helps me mentally:

2. What my coach does that inadvertently hurts me mentally:

3. How would I prefer my coach to critique me:

(a) Directly- say it like it is, you don’t need to sugar coat it

(b) A little bit more positively – I’m a little sensitive to criticism

(c) Very positively- I’m very sensitive to criticism

5. How would I prefer my coach to deal with me after a game:

a) Tell it like it is, give corrective feedback immediately

b) Keep it positive, give corrective feedback later

c) Lay off completely, give corrective feedback later

4. How would I prefer my coach to treat me before a game:

a) Fire me up- Get me mad, yell, etc.

b)Keep me calm & relaxed

c) Joke around/talk about things other than basketball
d)Give me basketball related/technical advice

e) Lay off completely- Less is better
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SK10 
COACHES pt.3

1. Do you think anything will change in the future? Why or Why not:

2. If things remain the same, which in all probability they will, how will
you deal more effectively with your coach(es):

Remember, you can only change yourself. This assignment was designed to promote 

enlightenment and honest communication between the athlete and their coach(es). 

Although your coach may (or may not be) more self-aware of their impact on you the athlete, 

never expect them to change. Always put the responsibility on yourself.
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All Rights Reserved

TB3

Objective: To establish regular communication to proactively address team needs 
and conflict 

Top teams are honest with one another and proactive problem solvers. Not everyone on the team 
needs be best friends, but everyone must respect one another. Teammates must also be honest 
with one another about concerns. Giving and receiving “fraternal correction” is one of the keys to 
success and happiness in life. Teams are made up of individuals with different personalities, past 
experiences, and thoughts. Conflict and differing opinions are inevitable. Direct, honest, and 
compassionate communication is a must for unity. Everyone can agree that negativity, gossip, 
cliques, bullying, and egos will ruin any team. 

© Z-Fanatical Life LLC, Basketball Mindset   2020 CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY

Notes

Gossip

Negativity

Bullying

Egos

Cliques

Exercise 1: You will schedule a weekly 15-minute team meeting (at least among the starters)

DAY/TIME

Exercise 2: At the beginning of every meeting, each individual will fill out the below form 
and answer the questions below for themselves, and then share any concerns with the 
team openly in a direct and respectful way.

Scale of 1-10  
(10 being good)
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SK2 

Objective: to notice the thoughts and feelings you have when you compete at your
best & worst.

Olympians and Professional Athletes always talk about one word when it comes to performance- 

Consistency. You cannot have consistent performances without consistent thoughts, feelings, 

and behaviors. Here, we will determine differences in your thoughts and feelings before & during 

(not after) your best and worst performances.  The next step is to identify the common themes/

patterns between your best games compared to the themes and patterns of your worst games. 
You will likely notice a completely different thought process.  

Note- This exercises works best if you dig deeper than surface level. Keep asking yourself “What 
exactly was I thinking?” and “Why exactly did I have those thoughts?”

COMMON THOUGHT PATTERNS 

MY moves/skills

Treat all opponents the same  

Consistent intensity

No special games

I’m going to make them tired

I don’t care what anyone thinks of 
me/Compete for myself

It’s just basketball/I have nothing 
to lose

I don’t care who is in front of me

This is a new game

What might they to do me?

Over/under estimate an opponent

Up and Down Intensity

This is a “big” OR “small” game

What if I get tired this game?

Thinking about letting down parents/coaches/friends

Significance of this game

What are they ranked/their record/who have they 
competed against?

What happened the last time we competed against 
each other?

BEST GAMES WORST GAMES
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1.

2.

3.

SK2 

BEST GAMES

Common Themes/Patterns & optimal energy level:

Thoughts/Feelings before & during (detailed & specific) &

1-10 energy level (10 highest energy)
Game 
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3.

SK2 

WORST GAMES

Common Themes/Patterns & optimal energy level:

Game Thoughts/Feelings before & during (detailed & specific) &

1-10 energy level (10 highest energy)
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CON1

Objective: to develop a Confidence Anchor & focus on past successes to build confidence

PhysicallyBasketball (i.e. Games won/good teams 
you performed well against)

Life/School

We all have times where we feel confident. We will also be creating the feeling of confidence 

through mindset exercises. Either way, when you feel confident, you want to pair this feeling 

with a physical gesture or Confidence Anchor. The more times you pair the feeling of 

confidence with your Confidence Anchor, the stronger the link will become. Then at times 

when you want to feel confident, simply act out your Confidence Anchor.

Exercise 1: Create a Confidence Anchor
(i.e: clap, leg slap, fist pump, jump, etc.)

Your Confidence Anchor is:
Confidence has everything to do with the things you focus on. If you focus on past failures you will have 

a hard time believing in yourself. You want to have past successes fresh in your mind all the time. You 

want to know deep down that you are good enough.   

Exercise 2: Create a list of your past successes. Include big wins, great performances, good 

people you’ve scored on/defended well, even in practice. Remember to use your 

Confidence Anchor after writing.

Past Successes:
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CON1

PhysicallyBasketball Life/School

Everyone has qualities already inside themselves to be successful. Focusing only on our 

weaknesses will lead us to the conclusion to “I have a long way to go before being good.” or 

“I stink.” To be confident, it is important to know your strengths, personal traits, and 

characteristics that will lead to success. 

Exercise: List your personal strengths, you’re best skills, and other good qualities that you 

have. Be sure to use your Confidence Anchor after going through your Personal 

Strengths.

Personal Strengths:

© Z-Fanatical Life LLC, Basketball Mindset 2020        All Rights Reserved        CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY
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MT5

Exercise 2: A very intense, borderline crazy challenge/workout/competition/event can 

give you a psychological edge over fatigue. (i.e. A marathon, 1,000 pushups in an hour, 24 

hour workout, etc.) Determine a some crazy workout or challenge you will do. Again, it is 

important when you do this, you must think about this fear of fatigue and see yourself 

destroying this fear. 

Challenge:

Objective: to develop mental toughness by remembering & creating extreme life events

You are already more mentally tough than you give yourself credit for. We all have had times in 

our lives where we've gone through adversity, difficulty, hardship, and challenge. It's very 

important you remember the difficult times that you have already gone through when facing a 

new difficulty. If you got through something hard, you can do it again. 

Exercise 1: You will list hardship/difficulties you have already overcome in your life. 

Hardships overcome:
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CON5

Objective: to build confidence through visualizing success 

Exercise 2: Create a highlight video of yourself or watch a game when you played at 

or close to your best each day this week. Remember to use your Confidence Anchor 

after each exercise.

What video will you use:

People have a tendency to repeat bad past experiences over and over in their minds. 
Successful athletes visualize themselves  succeeding regularly.

 Exercise 1: Visualize yourself playing to the best of your ability and succeeding in a game 

each day this week for 10 minutes a day. Use all your senses and be sure to get that good 

feeling inside you. Remember to use your Confidence Anchor after each exercise.

Write a good time and place you can visualize success each day this week:
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RUP5

Objective: to reduce nervousness by facing the worst case scenario head on

Fear can usually be reduced to the feeling that you will not be able to handle the outcome of a 

situation. By facing the worst case scenario (“What's the worst that can happen?”) you will 

realize that even this is not nearly as bad as it seems. Your job is to determine what you are most 

afraid of. What is the worst case scenario? Letting yourself down, being laughed at, getting yelled 

at, being made fun of, failing to meet others expectations, messing up,  losing, being judged 

negatively by others, coming up just short- all of these, some of these, none of these?

Exercise 1: Take some time to write out the worst case scenario in a game. Be detailed and 

specific. It is important to get it all out right here.

The worst that could happen:

Exercise 2: You will now write down how you would handle the worst case scenario, should 

it occur.

What you will do, think, and feel if the worse case scenario happens:
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MT6 

Objective: to overcome the fear of fatigue in games

Games is tiring, it’s to be expected. Fearing fatigue can be fatal. You need to believe in your 

training and in your never quit attitude before and during games. You need confidence in 

your conditioning. Knowing you are psychologically prepared to deal with fatigue, gives 

you this confidence. When you search your memory bank, you must be able to easily recall 

overcoming fatigue and succeeding. Think about overtimes, double overtimes, late in the 
2nd half/4th quarter, & grueling practices. 

Exercise 1: Write down past games/experiences where you were able to push through 

fatigue in the different positions of the sport. 

Hustle Plays

Offense

Defense
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CON3

Exercise 2: Name the times you will need to behave confidently.

Objective: to develop confidence through swagger and body language

When will you behave confidently:

Exercise 3: Name the place and the time you will practice behaving confidently.

When and where will you practice behaving this way:

Studies show that when we act confident, we feel more confident. Maybe you feel confident, 

maybe you don’t. But, you can always ACT confidently. Fake it till you make it. Or better yet, 

fake it until you feel it. The more you practice it, the more you will feel it. 

Exercise 1: Describe how you look, move, and carry yourself when you are at your most 

confident. If this is difficult, use other athletes who appear confident to you. Remember to 

get the confident feeling and use your Confidence Anchor.

What does confidence look like to you:
(Strong Examples: Head up, standing tall, brisk pace, speaking loud and clear, looking like Muhammad Ali, 

Bruce Lee, Usain Bolt, Michael Jordan, etc.)
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RUP4

Many athletes set arbitrary limits on themselves. Athletes, like anyone else, are guilty of 

stereotyping. Stereotyping often leads to mental blocks which affect performance. It is 

important you are brutally honest with yourself, or you may continue to give these opponents an 

unearned competitive edge. A great way to overcome stereotypes is by identifying counter 

examples.

Examples: 

their experience, build/body type, race, height, weight, age, shoes, socioeconomic background, 

school/club attended or countless other characteristics. Some of these are rooted in past experience, 

others are learned from hearing others.

Exercise 1: You will be honest with yourself and determine if there are any stereotypes that 

you hold that could lead to mental blocks.  Then list counter examples of the stereotype that 

disprove them.

Stereotypes Counter examples

Objective: to overcome mental blocks of stereotyping & superstition
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RUP4

Superstition is another way athletes develop mental blocks. Superstition could include 

equipment, irrational routine, compulsive actions or countless other things. There is a big 

difference between having a consistent warm-up/pre-game routine and believing everything 

has to be exactly a certain way every time before/during a game. The difference between the 

two lies in control- do you control it or does it control you?

Even though the superstition may “feel right,” you leave yourself open to feeling lost if you do 

not have it. Your superstitions could be interrupted by the world at any time, so you want to 

prove to yourself now that they do not control you. 

Superstitions Ways you will take control

Superstitions
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Exercise 2: Identify people and situations that bring about the fan mentality and hype and 

how you will respond to seeing newspaper articles, interview questions, and people around 

you talking about records, rankings, and predictions in front of you. 

It is important to know how you will deal with circumstances when other people begin to talk 

about the hype in front of you. Sometimes you can walk away, but other times its right in your 

face.

Objective: to stay in the present moment by avoiding the "hype" & "fan mentality"

Hype around you How you’ll respond

As an athlete, you cannot approach the sport as a fan. Fans get involved in “the hype”-the 

importance of the game, streaks, wins, losses, box scores, slumps, records, predictions, 

rankings, and stories of individuals. Fans spend countless hours gathering information about 

their sport on television, listening to radio, reading articles on the internet, participating in 

forums, debates, gambling, etc. The “fan mentality” and “the hype” pull athletes far from the 

present moment. 

Exercise: Identify “fan mentality” and “hype” that you engage in. Strong examples include: 

checking the rankings frequently, checking opponents box scores, reading the forums, 
spending excessive time looking at brackets, watching too many of your opponents' games. 
Writing down the fan mentality within yourself and hype you get involved in, will give you a 

good idea what you will avoid.

Fan mentality and hype you frequently engage in:
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Negativity kills performance in every area of life. Excessive negativity & complaining is a primary 

contributor to stress, which can literally kill you (over time). As humans, we catch ourselves 

complaining on a regular basis. Complaining is easy to do and is usually lazy thinking. Instead of 

shutting our mind down, we want to wake it up. We wake up our minds being positive thinkers- 

specifically with an attitude of gratitude. The opposite of depression is not happiness, but 

thankfulness. When we are thankful for something, we are implicitly acknowledging that we 

have or will have something. You cannot be thankful for something you do not have or will not 

have. A great way to train yourself into being a positive thinker is to practice gratitude. When you 

catch yourself complaining about something, force yourself to name at least 3 positives/things 

your grateful for in that situation i.e. “It's a gloomy day outside” -> I’m thankful for my family, I am 

thankful for my health, I’m going to get a lot of work done today so I can enjoy nice days in the 

future.

Exercise 1: You will write down your 3 biggest complaints and then name 3 positives/things 

you’re thankful for in these situations.

Exercise 2: Fill the back of this page with everything you are thankful for.

Biggest Complaints Positives (3)

Objective: to overcome negative thinking & complaining with positivity & gratitude
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SK9 

Objective: to motivate yourself regularly by reminding yourself why you love basketball

When people are happy/in a good mood, they adapt easier, are more creative, and have better 

flexible thinking. In a sport that demands regular adjustments, a positive upbeat mood will 

help you make mid-game adjustments a lot easier. Also, people often focus too much on 

winning titles and accomplishments. When times get tough, and they often will, focusing on 

what you love about the sport will help sustain you. 

Exercise: List of all the things you enjoy/love/like about basketball. Think of why you got 

into the sport in the first place. Don’t include winning because you can win at any sport. 

List things specific to the sport that you like. Make this as specific and detailed as possible.

Things I love about basketball:

Practice/Workouts Games
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You need to know who your aggressive athlete role models are so you know what behaviors & 

attitudes to emulate.

Exercise 1: Aggressive Player role models:

Exercise 2: Name some of their behaviors you can integrate into your Alter-Ego

(i.e. First the score between you and the person guarding you; getting a block or steal against 

your opponent early in the game; last to stop hustling for loose balls; head nod; run back to the 

center; clap; run onto & off the court)

Exercise 3: Watch video of at least 1 of your aggressive athlete role models each week. 

Which videos will you watch:

Objective: to find aggressive athletes to watch and integrate into your Alter Ego
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AGG5

It is important to identify all things that can help you flip the switch, become more aggressive, 

and turn on your personal Alter Ego.

Exercise 2: You will post pictures, create playlists, & surround yourself with these 

buttons. How:

Objective: to find additional buttons to help you become more aggressive

Videos/Movies

Songs

Quotes

Animals,
Superheroes,
Symbols
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